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National Institute of Open Schooling
Senior Secondary Course- Political Science
Lesson 19, National Political Parties
Worksheet – 19
Q.1 “The Political Parties acts as the carrier of ideas, opinions, and approaches to social
needs & national Goals”. In context to the statement write your views with example.
Q.2 “The Political Parties are the key link between the citizens and the Government”. Write
down the meaning of the statement with example.
Q.3 India has a multiparty system which has developed and improved with time. Discuss the
given statement in your own words.
Q.4 India has two types of political parties, the one who is having the national influence and
the other one who do not enjoy the national influence. In context with the statement
answer the following:
A. National parties of Indian Political System and their role in politics,
B. Regional parties and its Role in Indian Politics.
Q.5 “The Political Parties have their own ideals and objectives”. In light of the statement
write down the ideals and objectives of any two national parties in your own words.
Q.6 Make a list of the national parties in India and mention their symbols.
Q.7 The Regional Parties have their influence restricted to the state or regions. Describe the
given statement and prepare a list of Regional Parties with their symbols.
Q.8 Globally different countries are having different types of party system; in context to the
statement make a comparative list of party systems and party types of Russia, Germany
UK, USA and Australia.
Q.9 “The political party system of India has played a vital role to retain the Indian
democracy”. If yes then emphasize on the importance of party system in India.
Q.10 We the people of the country have the right to choose the party who works for the
Goodwill and development of the state and country, in light to the given statement please
write your views with suitable examples.

